CloudDeploy for Windows direct to your Devices
Cloud-hosted – Direct to end-user – Real-time tracking

CloudDeploy Overview
CloudDeploy is brought to you by the SOE
Portal. Design your Windows 10 corporate
standard build using our easy-to-use wizarddriven interface. Select from our extensive
library of hardware models and common
applications, and integrate your line-ofbusiness or custom applications.
Our system automates your custom Windows
build which can then be deployed direct to
your devices using CloudDeploy.

custom Windows build to be ready. Start your build
and deploy the same day!
Deploy anywhere: deploy Windows to your devices
whether they are on-premises or remote.

What do I get?
SOE Portal subscription: design, configure and
automate your custom Windows build in the SOE
Portal, immediately ready for provisioning devices
with CloudDeploy.
CloudDeploy Direct: deploy Windows to your devices
direct from the cloud without the need for any
infrastructure.
CloudDepoy On-Prem: optionally configure a single
or hierarchy of CloudDeploy LocalStore servers to
cache and deliver content to your devices.
Real-time deployment tracking: track the real-time
progress of all your deployments through our web

imagine deploying your custom Windows

console.

build direct from the cloud to your end-user
devices.
SOE Portal

imagine no more. With CloudDeploy, you can

Custom Windows build

provision your end-user devices no matter
where they are at any time.

Features
On-demand: pay only for what you use. Our
attractive pricing means you only pay when
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you deploy a device.
Self-service: you are in control. Simply use
CloudBoot and provision any device whether
bare metal or pre-deployed.
Configuration: select from settings to
customise how your deployments will be
delivered.
Fast, automated: no need to wait weeks or
months for infrastructure to be set up or a

On-Premises Site(s)

Other deployment optoins: your Windows build can
be easily factory integrated straight from our portal,
deployed direct to your end-users with CloudDeploy,
or downloaded and deployed with removable media
(e.g. CD/DVD, USB) or over your network using PXE.
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Is it for me?
▪ Are you looking to deploy Windows 10, or
get the management of versioning under
control?

▪ Do you want to track your deployments and their
progress in real-time?
▪ Do you want a Windows build that can be designed,

▪ Do you want to reduce the need for on-

built and deployed with minimal effort?

premises infrastructure?

Details
SOE Portal will save your business money. Compared to current day practices, resource effort and
associated Windows lifecycle costs are drastically reduced, providing real year-on-year dollar savings to
your bottom line.
Dedicated infrastructure is not required, providing savings on hardware and associated support and
licensing costs. Expensive or dedicated skilled resources can have their time freed to focus on less
mundane tasks. The savings are endless.

impeltec info
impeltec focuses on offering Windows®-based SOE (Standard Operating Environment) build services
for end-user computing, as well as complementary services such as application packaging, deployment
consulting, and systems management. We have a strong focus on the cloud, with extensive experience
and expertise in Microsoft Azure™, Office 365™ and Microsoft Intune™.
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